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Partnership Engagement

With core funding provided by the German
government, the GLF is entering its next four-year
phase, launching a movement of 1 billion people
towards the creation of sustainable landscapes.
In 2019, GLF partnership engagement will be
instrumental in securing momentum to ensure
agreements made at respective conferences
bring us closer to meaningful climate action, as
partnerships with the governments of France, Kenya,
Peru, Indonesia and others have done so far.
The GLF builds collaborative efforts to accelerate
the transition from a short-term engagement
perspective to one that focuses on long-term
partnerships for sustainable impact. The GLF
partnership mandate includes mobilizing world
leaders, scientists, policymakers, global media,
the corporate and finance sectors, indigenous
communities, youth and women’s groups to
accelerate action to build climate-resilient,
equitable, prosperous and productive landscapes.
It also involves building a community of practice
to identify and solve key climate challenges while
developing capacity through numerous learning
opportunities.
GLF Charter membership offers an opportunity for
interaction and the exchange of expertise with other
charter members, including long-time partners,
technology leaders, youth groups, media leaders,
cultural and spiritual leaders as well as public figures.
The GLF network platform is effectively positioned
to provide influence and direction for traditional
investing and promotion of thought leadership, best
practices and active engagement with the goal of
positive systems change.

Benefits
Engagement with investors, funds, corporations and
other stakeholders through GLF global and regional
conferences
GLF Charter Membership
Access to networks and experts, ensuring heightened
visibility and time-sensitive insight into strategic
decision-making on key issues
Access to a valuable knowledge and information as a
potential member of the GLF Knowledge Committee
Access to GLF youth volunteers and relevant programs
Policymaker and thought leader role on environmental
and climate matters

We aspire to create
a movement of one
billion people acting
collectively to create a
sustainable world.
Join us!
www.GlobalLandscapesForum.org

For more information about GLF Partnership Engagement, including the GLF Charter membership, please contact
John Colmey (j.colmey@cgiar.org), GLF Managing Director.

